Abstract A Split decoding algorithm is proposed which divides each row of the parity check matrix into two or multiple nearly-independent simplified partitions. The proposed method significantly reduces the wire interconnect and decoder complexity and therefore results in fast, small, and high energy efficiency circuits. Three full-parallel decoder chips for a (2048, 1723) LDPC code compliant with the 10GBASE-T standard using MinSum normalized, MinSum Split-2, and MinSum Split-4 methods are designed in 65 nm, seven metal layer CMOS. The Split-4 decoder occupies 6.1 mm 2 , operates at 146 MHz, delivers 19.9 Gbps throughput, with 15 decoding iterations. At 0.79 V, it operates at 47 MHz, delivers 6.4 Gbps and dissipates 226 mW. Compared to MinSum normalized, the Split-4 decoder chip is 3.3 times smaller, has a clock rate and throughput 2.5 times higher, is 2.5 times more energy efficient, and has an error performance degradation of 0.55 dB with 15 iterations.
near the Shannon limit and their inherently parallelizable decoder architectures. Many recent communication standards such as 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GBASE-T) [2] , digital video broadcasting (DVB-S2) [3] , and WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e) [4] have adopted LDPC codes. Implementing high throughput and energy efficient LDPC decoders remains a challenge largely due to the high interconnect complexity and high memory bandwidth requirements of existing decoding algorithms stemming from the irregular and global communication inherent in the codes.
This paper overviews Split-Row and the more general Multi-Split, two reduced complexity decoding methods which partition each row of the parity check matrix into two or multiple nearly-independent simplified partitions. These two methods reduce the wire interconnect complexity between row and column processors, and simplify row processors leading to an overall smaller, faster, and more energy efficient decoder. Full-parallel decoders, which are not efficient to build due to their high routing congesting and large circuit area, take the greatest benefit of Split decoding method. In this paper, we present the first complete overview of the Split decoding algorithm, architecture and VLSI implementation.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews LDPC codes and the message passing algorithm. In Section 3, LDPC decoder architectures are explained. Sections 4 and 5 introduce Split-Row and Multi-Split decoding methods, respectively, for regular permutation-based LDPC codes. The error performance comparisons for different codes with the multiple splitting method are shown in Section 6. The mapping architecture of the multiple splitting method is presented in Section 7. In Section 8 the results of three full-parallel decoders implemented with the proposed and standard decoding techniques are presented and compared.
LDPC Codes and Message Passing Decoding Algorithm
LDPC codes are defined by an M × N binary matrix called the parity check matrix H. The number of columns, N, defines the code length. The number of rows in H, M, defines the number of parity check constraints for the code. The information length K is K = N − M for full-rank matrices, otherwise K = N − rank. Column weight W c is the number of ones per column and row weight W r is the number of ones per row. LDPC codes can also be described by a bipartite graph or Tanner graph [5] . The parity check matrix and the corresponding Tanner graph of a (W c = 2, W r = 4) (N = 12, K = 7) LDPC code are shown in Fig. 1 . The rank of the matrix is 5, therefore the information length K is 7. In the graph, there are two sets of nodes in the Tanner graph: check nodes and variable nodes. Each column of the parity check matrix corresponds to a variable node in the graph represented by V. Each row of the parity check matrix corresponds to a check node in the graph represented by C. There is an edge between a check node C i and a variable node V j if the position (i, j ) in the parity check matrix is 1, or H(i, j ) = 1. For example, the first row of the matrix corresponds to C 1 in the Tanner graph which is connected to V 3 , V 5 , V 8 and V 10 variable nodes. A variable node which is connected to a check node is called the neighbor variable node. Similarly, a check node that is connected to a variable node is called the neighbor check node. Total number of edges (connections) between variable node and check nodes is N × W c or M × W r . LDPC codes are commonly decoded by an iterative message passing algorithm which consists of two sequential operations: row processing or check node update and column processing or variable node update. In row processing, all check nodes receive messages from neighboring variable nodes, perform parity check operations and send the results back to neighboring variable nodes. The variable nodes update soft information associated with the decoded bits using information from check nodes, then send the updates back to the check nodes, and this process continues iteratively.
Sum-Product (SPA) [6] and MinSum (MS) [7] are widely-used decoding algorithms which we refer to as standard decoders in this paper. The following subsections describe these two algorithms in detail.
Sum Product Algorithm (SPA)
We assume a binary code word (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x N ) is transmitted using a binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation. Then the sequence is transmitted over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and the received symbol is (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y N ).
We define V(i )\ j as the set of variable nodes connected to check node C i excluding variable node j. Similarly, we define the C(i )\ j as the set of check nodes connected to variable node V i excluding check node j. For example in Fig. 1 
Moreover, we define the following variables which are used throughout this paper. λ i is defined as the information derived from the loglikelihood ratio of received symbol y i ,
α ij is the message from check node i to variable node j. This is the row processing output. β ij is the message from variable node j to check node i. This is the column processing output.
SPA decoding can be summarized in these four steps:
1) Initialization: For each i and j, initialize β ij to the value of the log-likelihood ratio of the received symbol y j , which is λ j . During each iteration, α and β messages are computed and exchanged between variable nodes and check nodes through the graph edges according to the following steps numbered 2-4.
2) Row processing or check node update: Compute α ij messages using β messages from all other variable nodes connected to check node C i , excluding the β information from V j :
where the non-linear function φ(x) = − log tanh |x| 2
. The first product term in Eq. 2 is the parity (sign) bit update and the second product term is the reliability (magnitude) update. 3) Column processing or variable node update: Compute β ij messages using channel information (λ j ) and incoming α messages from all other check nodes connected to variable node V j , excluding check node C i .
4) Syndrome check and early termination: When column processing is finished, every bit in column j is updated by adding the channel information (λ j ) and α messages from neighboring check nodes.
From the updated vector, an estimated code vector X = {x 1 ,x 2 , ...,x N } is calculated by:
If H ·X T = 0, thenX is a valid code word and therefore the iterative process has converged and decoding stops. Otherwise the decoding repeats from step 2 until a valid code word is obtained or the number of iterations reaches a maximum number, Imax, which terminates the decoding process.
A block diagram of a standard serial decoder is shown in Fig. 2 where row and column processors share a memory to store α and β messages. For simplicity the initialization and syndrome check stages are not shown.
MinSum Algorithm (MS)
The magnitude part of check node update in SPA decoding can be simplified by approximating the magnitude computation in the row processing step (Eq. 2), with a minimum function. This algorithm is called 
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MinSum (MS) [7, 8] , and the row processing output is calculated by:
All other steps are the same as in SPA decoding. The error performance loss of MS decoding can be improved by normalizing the row processor outputs (α) in Eq. 6 with a correction factor S ≤ 1 [9, 10] , resulting in the MinSum normalized algorithm.
LDPC Decoding Architectures
The message passing algorithm is inherently parallel because row processing operations are fully independent with respect to each other, and the same is true for column processing operations. We define a metric called the parallelism fraction (pfraction) which indicates the extent to which a hardware implementation makes use of the available parallelism as,
where numprocs is the sum of the number of row and column processors in a particular decoder. Based on the value of pfraction, LDPC decoders may be classified into the three styles described in the following sections.
Serial Decoders
Serial decoders process one word at a time by using one row and one column processor. Although they have minimal hardware requirements, they also have a large decoding latency and low throughput. A 4,096-bit serial LDPC convolutional decoder [11] is implemented on an Altera Stratix FPGA with pfraction = 3 4,096+2,048 = 0.00049. The decoder utilizes only 4K logic elements and 776 Kbit memory, runs at 180 MHz, and delivers 9 Mbps throughput.
Partial-Parallel Decoders
Partial-parallel decoders [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [30] .
Previous studies for reducing wire interconnect complexity are based on reformulating the message passing algorithm. The SPA decoder can be reformulated so that instead of sending different α values, each check node sends only the summation value in Eq. 2 to its variable nodes. Then the α messages are recovered by post-processing in the variable nodes. This results in a 26% reduction in total global wire length [31] . More reformulation was performed so that both check nodes and variable nodes send the summation values in Eqs. 2 and 3, respectively to each other [32] . MinSum was reformulated so that the check node sends only the minimum values to its variable nodes which results in 90% outgoing wire reduction from check nodes [33] . These architectures require more processing in row and column processors with additional storage units to recover α and β messages and therefore unfortunately result in larger decoder areas.
Proposed Split-Row Decoding Method
The Split-Row decoding method is proposed to facilitate hardware implementations capable of: highthroughput, high hardware efficiency, and high energy efficiency.
In the Split-Row algorithm, row processing is partitioned into two blocks, where the row processing in each partition is performed using only the input messages contained within its own partition, plus one crosspartition sign bit. This stands in contrast to standard decoding where row processing requires the passing of all row processor input data across the entire row of the parity check matrix. As an illustration, Fig. 3a shows a parity check matrix highlighting the processing of the first row using a standard decoding (SPA or MinSum) method. The check node C 1 is shown at the bottom and connects to four variable nodes. The Split-Row method is shown in Fig. 3b where the row processing is divided into two parallel row processing blocks and the check nodes connect to only two variable nodes within each partition.
In the simplest possible split implementation of not passing any information between partitions, a significant error performance loss results. Thus, a sign bit is passed between row processor halves with a single wire. These are the only wires between partitions. A block diagram of the Split-Row decoder with sign wires between the two halves is shown in Fig. 4 . This architecture has two major benefits: 1) it decreases the number of inputs and outputs per row processor, resulting in many fewer wires between row and column processors, and 2) it makes each row processor much simpler because the outputs are a function of fewer inputs. These two factors make the decoder smaller, faster, and more energy efficient. In the following subsections, we show that Split-Row introduces some error into the magnitude calculation of the row processing outputs, and that the error can be largely compensated with a correction factor.
SPA Split
From a mathematical point of view, all steps are similar to the SPA decoder except the row processing step. In each half of the Split-Row decoder's row operation, the parity (sign) bit update is the same as in the SPA decoder, because the sign is passed between halves. The magnitude part (the second product term) is updated using half of the messages in each row of the parity check matrix and this leads to an accuracy loss. We denote the parity check matrix H divided into half column wise by H Split . V Split (i )\ j denotes the set of variable nodes in each half of the parity check matrix connected to check node C i , excluding variable node j. For example, in Fig. 3b in the left half matrix, H Split−sp0 , V Split (1) = {V 3 , V 5 } and V Split (1)\3 = {V 5 }. Therefore, modifying Eq. 2 using half of the messages yields:
If the β input messages for a Split-Row decoder and an SPA decoder are the same in a particular decoding step, then, 1. α ijSPASplit and α ijSPA have the same sign, and 2. |α ijSPASplit | ≥ |α ijSPA |.
Since the sign values are passed between each half, the proof of the first assertion is straightforward. The proof of the second assertion comes from the fact that φ is a positive function and therefore the sum of half of the positive values is less than or equal to the sum of all:
Also φ(x) is a decreasing function, therefore the following inequality holds:
And we obtain: To reduce the difference between α SPASplit and α SPA , α SPASplit values are multiplied by a correction factor S less than one according to:
MinSum Split
Similarly, in the MinSum Split decoder the sign bit is computed using the sign bit of all messages across the whole row of the parity check matrix. The magnitude of a message in each half is computed using the minimum of the messages in each half.
It is clear that the minimum value among half of the messages is equal to or larger than the minimum value of all messages. Therefore, we obtain:
To reduce the difference between α MinSumSplit and α MinSum , α MinSumSplit values are multiplied by a correction factor S less than one according to:
The correction factor S is relatively easily obtained empirically through simulations and examples are given in Section 6.
Multi-Split Decoding Method
To further reduce interconnect and decoder complexity, the Multi-Split method partitions matrix rows into Spn multiple blocks (called Split-Spn). This requires new circuits to correctly process sign bits among multiple blocks and is especially beneficial for regular permutation-based high row-weight (W r ≥ 16) decoders. A Multi-Split parity check matrix highlighting the row processing operation is shown in Fig. 5 . We denote each partition of the parity check H which is divided into Spn partitions column wise by H Split-Spk , k = 0, ..., n. As shown in the figure, in row processing (check-node update) there are only W r /Spn nodes to be processed in each partition, resulting in even less complex processing and wire interconnect in each partition.
In each partitioned Multi-Split row operation, the parity (sign) bit update is the same as in the SPA decoder, since it uses sign bits from across the row of the matrix. The magnitude part is updated using the messages of its own partition of the parity check matrix. Similar to the Split-Row method, the magnitude part of the row processor output, α, is larger than that of the SPA decoder. Therefore the error performance can be improved by multiplying the α Split-Spk values with a correction factor S less than one. Modifying Eq. 2 using the messages in each partition yields:
V Split-Spk (i )\ j denotes the set of variable nodes in each partition of the parity check matrix (H Split-Spk ) which connects to check node C i , excluding variable node j.
Similarly, in MinSum Multi-Split, row processor outputs are normalized with a correction factor S: Figure 6 shows how the sign bits are calculated according to Eq. 17 or Eq. 18. The top half of the figure shows a block diagram of a decoder using an Spn-way splitting method. A small number of sign wires pass between decoder partitions. The bottom half shows the sign logic inside each row processor. Local sign bits are generated inside each block simultaneously, resulting in lower latencies. The final local sign bits are calculated using 1 or 2 bits from adjacent blocks and are used to generate sign bits for output messages. 
Figure 6
Multi-Split decoder with Spn-way splitting method, highlighting inter-partition sign wires and the simplified logic for implementation of the sign bit in each row processor.
Correction Factor and Error Performance Simulation Results
Split-Row Correction Factors
Finding the optimal correction factor for the Split-Row algorithm that results in the best error performance requires complex analysis such as density evolution [34] . For simplicity and to account for realistic hardware effects, the correction factors presented in this paper are determined empirically based on bit error rate (BER) results for various SNR values and numbers of decoding iterations.
As the number of partitions increases, a smaller correction factor should be used to normalize the error magnitude of row processing outputs in each partition. This is because for SPA Multi-Split, as the number of partitions increases, the summation on the left side of Eq. 10 decreases in each partition and since φ(x) is a decreasing function, the summation on the left side of Eq. 11 becomes larger which results in larger magnitude row processing outputs in each partition. For MS MultiSplit, except for the partition which has the global minimum, the difference between local minimums in most other partitions and the global minimum becomes larger as the number of partitions increases. Thus, the average row processor output magnitude gets larger as the number of partitions increases and a smaller correction factor is required to normalize the row processing outputs in each partition.
Achieving an absolute minimum error performance would require a different correction factor for each row processor output-but this is impractical because it would require knowledge of unavailable information such as row processor inputs in other partitions. Since significant benefit comes from the minimization of communication between partitions, we assume a constant correction factor for all row processing outputs. This is the primary cause of the error performance loss and slower convergence rate of Split-Row. Optimal correction factor at 4.4 dB=0. 3 Optimal correction factor at 4.6 dB=0.22 Fig. 7 .
Since the error performance improvements are small (≤0.07 dB) if a decoder used multiple correction factors for different SNR values, we use the average value as the correction factor for the error performance simulations in this paper. Table 1 summarizes the average optimal correction factors for different regular constructed permutationbased codes with various levels of splitting. Multi-Split is specially beneficial for regular high row weight codes. Correction factors decrease in magnitude as the level of splitting increases; but the correction factor varies little across the wide variety of codes for the same level of splitting.
Error Performance Results
All simulations assume an additive white Gaussian noise channel with BPSK modulation. BER results presented here were made using simulation runs with more than 100 error blocks each and with a maximum of 15 iterations (Imax = 15) or were terminated early when a zero syndrome was detected for the decoded codeword. Figure 8 shows the bit error rate (BER) for the same code using standard, Split-2 and Split-4 decoding with SPA and MinSum algorithms. The error performance of SPA Split-2 is approximately 0.35 dB away from SPA and SPA Split-4 is 0.2 dB away from SPA Split-2 at BER = 10 −7 . The BER curves show that when using the same level of splitting in SPA and MinSum decoders, the error performance of MinSum Split is about 0.05 dB away from the SPA Split decoder. Figure 9 shows the error performance of the (4,32) (8176, 7156) Euclidean geometry-based QC-LDPC code [36] using standard and Split-2 decoding in SPA and MinSum algorithms. Also shown are reduced complexity hard decision algorithms: Bit-Flipping (BF) [1] , weighted Bit-Flipping (WBF) [37] , and improved WBF [38] . Split-2 performs approximately 0.5 dB away from the SPA and MS decoders and attains around 1.7 dB gain over improved WBF at BER = 2 × 10 −7 . With high row-weight codes, the H matrix can be split into more blocks reducing the decoder complexity even further. As an example, Fig. 10 shows the error performance for a (6,72) (5256, 4823) code with row weight 72 using MinSum normalized algorithm with different levels of splitting and with near-optimal correction factors. Changing from MinSum to Split-2 loses about 0.25 dB. Then, from Split-2 through Split-4, 6, 8, and all the way to Split-12 results in small degradations of less than 0.1 dB in each step, and the total from Split-2 to Split-12 is only 0.3 dB loss at BER = 10 −7 . Figure 11 shows the top level block diagram of a full-parallel decoder for an N-bit and M-parity check code using the Multi-Split method. The decoder uses a two-phase row and column processing method. The pipelined decoder is partitioned into Spn sub-blocks where the row processors are interconnected by 2M sign wires (each row processor sends its sign bit and receives a sign bit from the row processor in the neighboring partition). Each partition consists of M row processors and N/Spn column processors. The α messages from each row processor are routed to column processors according to the parity check matrix structure. Similarly, β messages are sent to corresponding row processors after syndrome check and after being synchronized by the global clock signal. The row processor block diagram for the MinSum Multi-Split decoder in partition Spk is shown in Fig. 12 . Each row processor has W r /Spn inputs (β) and W r /Spn outputs (α) (instead of the W r inputs and outputs in MinSum and SPA). The inputs arrive in sign-magnitude format in parallel. The XOR circuits on top generate the sign bit for each α i message and the output sign (SignSpk) to the nearest neighbors. In partition Spk, sign bits from partitions Spk − 1 and Spk + 1 are received, XORed with the local sign bit resulting SignSpn, which is sent to partition Spk + 1 and Spk − 1. The sign bit for α i is the 1-bit multiplication of all neighboring sign bits and the sign bit of local β messages, excluding β i . The Min block finds the smallest magnitude (Min1) and the second smallest magnitude (Min2) among all β messages in the row of the partition. It also outputs the location of Min1 (IndexMin1). For each output (α i ), the Mux selects Min2 if (IndexMin1=Indexα i ), otherwise it selects Min1 [39] . Figure 13 shows the block diagram of the column processor. Similar to MinSum normalized, the messages from row processors (check nodes) are multiplied by the correction factor S. This correction scheme can be implemented with shift registers if the correction factor is a power of 2, or can be implemented using lookup tables-both have small circuit area and complexity. The number of inputs and outputs to each column processor (W c , which is the column weight of parity check matrix) and their processing are the same as standard decoding (SPA or MS). After being converted from sign-magnitude to 2's complement, α and λ are added together to generate β according to column processing equation Eq. 3. β messages are then converted to sign-magnitude for use in row processing in the next iteration.
Full-Parallel MinSum Multi-Split Decoders
Decoder Implementation Example and Results
To precisely quantify the benefits of the Split-Row and Multi-Split algorithms when built into hardware, we have implemented three MinSum full-parallel decoders for the (2048, 1723) 10GBASE-T code using MinSum normalized, Split-2 and Split-4 methods. The decoders were developed using Verilog to describe the architecture and hardware, synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler, and placed and routed using Cadence SOC Encounter. All designs were created in ST Microelectronics' 65 nm, 1.3 V low-leakage, seven-metal layer CMOS. The parity check matrix of the (2048, 1723) code has 384 rows and is composed of 6 × 32 sub-matrices. Each sub-matrix is a 64 × 64 permutation. Table 2 summarizes the code parameters that specify all three decoder implementations.
The full-parallel decoder maps each variable node to one column processor and each check node to one row processor. Figure 14 shows the mapping block diagrams for full-parallel decoders using (a) MinSum normalized, (b) Split-2 and (c) Split-4 architectures. The MinSum normalized decoder has 384 row and 2,048 column processors corresponding to the parity check matrix dimensions M and N, respectively. As seen in Fig. 3 and further described in Section 7, the split architectures reduce the number of interconnects by reducing the number of columns per sub-block by a factor of 1/Spn. Thus, in each Split-2 sub-block there are again 384 row processors (though simplified), but only 1,024 column processors. For Split-4 there are only 512 column processors in each sub-block. The area and speed advantage of a Multi-Split decoder is significantly higher than in a MinSum normalized version due to the benefits of smaller and relatively lower complexity partitions, each of which communicate using short and structured sign passing wires.
Effects of Fixed-Point Number Representation
One of the major issues when realizing decoder architectures is the choice of number representation. Although software simulations can show the trade-off in error performance due to quantization noise, it does not give any indication of the hardware costs. Figure 15 compares the error performance of floating-point and 5-bit fixed-point implementations of MinSum normalized, MinSum Split-2 and MinSum Split-4 decoders. The MinSum fixed-point is less than 0.1 dB away from MinSum floating point. The error performance loss in Split-2 and Split-4 fixed-point is about 0.15 dB compared to their floating-point equivalents. Because of this reasonable loss in error performance compared to floating-point and its greatly reduced hardware costs, we focus only on trade-offs of fixed-point word widths. Although there have been several studies on the quantization effects in LDPC decoders [10, 40] , as a base overview of the effects of word length in a decoder's datapath we will uniformly change the word widths of the λ, α and β messages. For a fixed-point datapath width of q bits, the majority of the decoder's hardware complexity can be roughly estimated by the wires going to and from column and row processors. For M row processors, the total number of word busses that pass α messages is M × W r , while N column processors that pass β messages require N × W c messages. Therefore, the total number of global communication wires is q × (M × W r + N × W c ). Increasing the word width of the datapath from a 5-bit to 6-bit fixed-point representation-4.1 and 4.2 formats, respectively-increases the number of global wires by M × W r + N × W c . However, the complexity caused by additional wires is not a simple linear relationship. When designed in a chip, every additional wire results in a super-linear increase in circuit area and delay [26] .
On the other hand, using wider fixed-point words improves the error performance. BER simulations show an approximate 0.07-0.09 dB improvement in all three decoders when using 6-bit words (4.2) instead of 5-bit words (4.1). To achieve this improved performance for MinSum normalized with one additional bit, the number of wires increases by M × W r + N × W c , but for Multi-Split the increase is only M×W r +(N/Spn)×W c per block. Synthesis results for a 6-bit implementation of Split-2 and Split-4 show that the row and column processors have a 12% and 8% area increase respectively, without any reduction in clock rate, compared to a 5-bit implementation using the same constraints. Thus, the error performance loss of the Split-2 and Split-4 decoders can be reduced by using a larger fixedpoint word with a small area penalty. Figure 16 shows the final chip layouts of the (a) MinSum normalized, (b) MinSum Split-2 and (c) MinSum Split-4 decoders, and Table 3 summarizes their post-layout results. In Split-2 and Split-4, although the number of row processors increases with higher splitting levels (they are replicated Spn times), Fig. 16 highlights the fact that total chip size is actually reduced with these Split decoders.
Area, Throughput and Power Comparison
To achieve a fair comparison between all three architectures, a common CAD tool design flow was adopted. The synthesis, floorplan, and place and route stages of the layout were automated with minimal designer intervention. 
Since Split-Row reduces row processor area and eliminates significant communication between row and column processors (causing them to operate as smaller nearly-independent groups), layout becomes much more compact and automatic place and route tools can converge towards a better solution in a much shorter period of time.
As shown in Table 3 , Split-4 achieves a high area utilization (the ratio of standard cell area to total chip area) and a short average wire length compared to the MinSum normalized decoder whose many global row and column processor interconnections force the place and route tool to spread standard cells apart to provide sufficient space for routing.
As an additional illustration, Table 3 provides a breakdown of the basic contributors of layout area, which shows the dramatic decrease in % area without standard cells (i.e., chip area with only wires) with an increased level of splitting.
The critical path delay in Split-4 is about 2.3 times shorter than that of MinSum normalized. Place and route timing analysis and extracted delay/parasitic annotation files (i.e., SDF) show that the critical path delay is composed primarily of a long series of buffers and wire segments. Some buffers have long RC delays due to large fanouts of their outputs. For the MinSum decoder, the sums of interconnect delays caused by buffers and wires (intrinsic gate delay and RC delay) is 13.1 ns. In Split-2 and Split-4, the total interconnect delays are 5.1 ns and 6.2 ns, respectively, which are 2.6 and six times smaller than that of MinSum. Thus, Split-4's speedup over MinSum normalized is due in part to its simplified row processing, but the major contributor is the significant reduction in column/row processor interconnect delay.
To summarize Split-Row's benefits, the Split-4 decoder occupies 6.1 mm 2 , which is 3.3 times smaller than MinSum normalized. It runs at 146 MHz and with 15 iterations it attains 19.9 Gbps decoding throughput which is 2.5 times higher, while dissipating 95 pJ/bit-a factor of 2.5 times lower than MinSum normalized. Although it is not possible to exactly quantify the benefit of chip area reductions, chip silicon area is a critical parameter in determining chip costs. For example, reducing die area by a factor of 2 results in a die cost reduction of more than two times when considering the cost of the wafer and die yield [41] . Other chip production costs such as packaging and testing are also significantly reduced with smaller chip area.
At a supply voltage of 0.79 V, the Split-4 decoder runs at 47 MHz and achieves the minimum 6.4 Gbps throughput required by the 10GBASE-T standard [2] . Power dissipation is 226 mW at this operating point. These estimates are based on measured data from a chip that was recently fabricated on the exact same process and operates correctly down to 0.675 V [42] . Figure 17 shows the wire length distribution of (a) MinSum normalized, (b) MinSum Split-2, and (c) MinSum Split-4 decoders. Compared to the MinSum decoder, the longest wire in Split-2 and Split-4 is 1.9 times and 3.6 shorter, respectively. The average wire length in Split-2 and Split-4 is about 1.5 and 2.4 times shorter, respectively, than the MinSum decoder.
Wire Statistics
The total number of sign-passing wires between subblocks in the Multi-Split methods is 2(Spn − 1)M. For these decoders where M = 384, the sign wires in Split-2 are only 0.12% of the total number of wires and in Split-4 they are only 0.30% of the total. The source of Multi-Split's benefits are now clear: the method breaks row processors into multiple blocks whose internal wires are all relatively short. These blocks are interconnected by a small number of sign wires. This results in denser, faster and more energy efficient circuits.
Analysis of Maximum and Average Numbers of Decoding Iterations
The maximum number of decoding iterations strongly affects the best case error performance, the maximum achievable decoder throughput, and the worst case energy consumption. Fortunately, the majority of frames require only a few decoding iterations to converge (specially at high SNRs). By detecting early decoder convergence, throughput and energy can potentially improve significantly while maintaining the same error performance. Early convergence detection is done by a syndrome check circuit [14, 43] which checks the decoded bits every cycle (see Fig. 11 ) and terminates the decoding process when convergence is detected. Decoding of a new frame can begin if one is available. Post-layout results show that the syndrome check block for a (2048, 1723) code occupies only approximately 0.1 mm 2 and its maximum delay is 2 ns. By adding a pipeline stage for the syndrome check, the block's delay does not add at all to the critical path delay of the decoder. Figure 18 compares the BER of MinSum normalized, MinSum Split-2, and MinSum Split-4 when decoding the (2048, 1723) code with a maximum number of decoding iterations (Imax). At every simulation point the average number of iterations resulting in convergence is also shown. At the same BER and with an identical Imax setting, the average number of iterations in Split-2 is 1.2 to 1.4 times larger than MinSum normalized, and Split-4 is 1.3 to 1.5 times larger. Despite requiring more decoding iterations per block, the Split-2 and Split-4 decoders achieve a throughput 1.5 and 1.9 times higher and energy dissipations 1.3 and 2.0 times lower, respectively, when compared to the MinSum decoder at BER = 3 × 10 −5 . These data are detailed in Table 3 . Figure 19 shows the (a) average throughput and (b) average energy dissipation per bit for the same group of decoders shown in Fig. 18 as a function of SNR (at different Imax). The variance across SNR is caused by a varying number of decoding iterations to achieve convergence (see Fig. 18 ). For throughput results, we assume that there is always a new frame to be decoded upon request. In summary, with the same maximum number of decoding iterations (Imax) and at the same BER, the average number of decoding iterations (Iavg) of Split-2 and Split-4 are larger than that of MinSum normalized, but they still have larger throughput and energy efficiency at high SNR values. The maximum number of decoding iterations for MinSum normalized can be lowered until it obtains the same BER as Split-2 and Split-4. Even when MinSum normalized operates with a much lower number of iterations, Split-2 and Split-4 have higher throughput and energy efficiencies for most SNR values. In addition, Split-2 and Split-4 require 1.4 times and 3.3 times smaller circuit area, respectively, than the MinSum normalized decoder.
Comparison with Other Chips
The post-layout simulation results of the described MinSum Split-4 decoder and two recently published full-parallel LDPC decoder chips [26, 29] are summarized in Table 4 . Results for two supply voltages are reported for the Split-4 decoder: a nominal 1.3 V and 0.79 V, which is the minimum voltage that can achieve the 6.4 Gbps throughput required by the 10GBASE-T standard.
The (3.25, 6.5) (1024, 512) full-parallel decoder by Blanksby [26] (average row weight and column weight numbers are given) uses hierarchy-based and handplaced design flow for routing and timing optimization. The Bit-Serial (4, 15) (660, 480) full-parallel decoder by Darabiha [29] uses a serial transfer of messages between the processing units to reduce routing congestion.
Although we are comparing only full-parallel decoders with each other, it is still challenging to fairly compare these decoders since they implement different LDPC codes (including code length, row weight, and column weight), different rates, and different CMOS technologies. Basic metrics such as throughput, energy, and circuit area are unfortunately complex functions of these parameters. Table 4 gives the No. of edges in LDPC code, for each of the decoders. This value is a fraction of the number of global wires in a full-parallel decoder and it therefore gives a good first-order estimate of a [29] . It is important to note that scaling linearly with the Total row/col processor input bits factor favors simpler codes since decoder circuit area grows faster than this factor due to the limited routing resources in VLSI implementations. Nevertheless, the Split-4 decoder is 6.2 and two times smaller than the scaled (1024, 512) and (660, 480) full-parallel decoders respectively.
For energy comparisons, all decoders are scaled to 65 nm operating on a 1.3 V supply voltage. Scaling linearly with feature size and quadratically with supply voltage gives energy per bit of 210.5 pJ/bit for the (1024, 512) full-parallel decoder [26] and 213.5 pJ/bit for the (660, 480) full-parallel decoder [29] . The Split-4 decoder with its more complex code operates with an energy per bit that is 2.2 times lower and has 0.55 dB error performance degradation compared to the other two decoders.
In addition, with early termination enabled, Split-4 delivers 61 Gbps throughput and dissipates 31 pJ/bit at SNR=4.4 dB (see Table 3 ). When compared to the state-of-the art 47.7 Gbps, 58.7 pJ/bit partial parallel 10GBASE-T decoder [17] , which is built in 65 nm and 1.2 V, Split-4 has 1.3 times higher throughput is 1.9 times more energy efficient, and is 1.1 times larger with error performance degradation of 0.60 dB.
Conclusion
The proposed Split-Row and Multi-Split algorithms are viable approaches for high throughput, small area, and low power LDPC decoders, with a small error performance degradation that is acceptable for many applications-especially in mobile designs that typically have severe power and cost constraints. The method is especially well suited for long-length regular codes and codes with high row weights. Compared to standard (MinSum and SPA) decoding, the error performance loss of the method is about 0.35-0.65 dB for the implemented (2,048, 1,723) code, depending on the level of splitting.
The proposed algorithm and architecture break row processors into multiple blocks whose internal wires are all relatively short. These blocks are interconnected by a small number of sign wires whose lengths are almost zero. The result is decoders with denser, faster and more energy efficient circuits.
We have demonstrated the significant benefits of the splitting methods by implementing three decoders using MinSum normalized, MinSum Split-2, and MinSum Split-4 for the 2,048-bit code used in the 10GBASE-T 10 Gigabit ethernet standard. Post-layout simulation results show that the Split-4 decoder is 3.3 times smaller, attains 2.5 times higher throughput, and dissipates 2.5 times less energy per bit compared to a MinSum normalized decoder while performing 0.55 dB away from MinSum normalized at BER = 5 × 10 Using early termination circuits, the average number of decoding iterations in the Split-4 decoder is about 1.3 times larger than that of the MinSum normalized decoder. With early termination enabled, the Split-4 decoder's throughput is 1.9 times higher and its energy dissipation per bit is 2.0 times lower compared to the MinSum decoder at BER = 3 × 10 −5 . Increasing the number of decoding iterations and increasing the fixed-point word width reduces the error performance loss in the Split-2 and Split-4 decoders. With a maximum of 20 decoding iterations, the error performance loss of the Split-2 decoder is reduced to 0.25 dB compared to MinSum normalized while it still achieves times higher throughput and occupies smaller circuit area.
